If you can believe it, the mind can achieve it!!
Edify School Tirupati team claims the overall championship trophy in the CBSE Cluster
VII Athletics Meet held at CMR School, Medchal, Telangana.
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Edify School Tirupati students have kept the spirits high by winning the Gold and Bronze medals in the CBSE
cluster 7 athletics meet which was held at CMR School Telangana from 27th to 30th September 2019.
Under 14 Girls category, Shaik Nusrath bagged Gold medal for 800mts run
Under 17 Boys category, Nishanth V secured a Bronze medal for 3000mts run
Under 14 Girls category for 400 Mts relay won gold medals.
1. Shaik Nusrath of Grade-VIII
3. Sravani Reddy K of Grade-VIII
2. Pooja Sri G of Grade-VIII
4. Baby Shalini T of Grade-VI
Edifiers achieved overall championship in under 14 girls category and made their way to Nationals which will
be held at Chhattisgarh in the month of November 2019.

Achievements
Indian classical dance is sustained by a profound philosophy. The Dance Form seeks to merge with the
formless motions to become a part of the motionless, and the dancing individual seeks to become one
with the eternal dance of the cosmos. K. Dimple of grade-I secured the "Dynamic Talent Award" in
classical dance (Bharathanatyam) on 27-10-2019 at Shilparamam, Tirupati. She received a Gold medal
and a memento.

Boarders Actvities
Club activities in the school provide opportunity to participate in activities, interact with peer in a
supervised setting. On 20th of October different clubs were introduced for the boarders. This effort is to
introduce every child with the survival skills in this vast world. It also gives practical exposure to different
skills in different areas. The Clubs launched were Green Club, Creative Club, Cuisine Club, and
Photography.

GUEST LECTURES
Guest Lecture by Ms. Aruna-Secondary Social science faculty
Globalization has impacted the schooling in India in complex and conflicting ways. The children today
have more avenues for learning. Although the basic aim of education is to enable children to develop
their potential. Children face a highly competitive world today.
Ms. Aruna delivered an informative speech on Globalization and its impacts. She started her talk by
explaining the significance of Globalization and engaged the students in detailing the positive and
negative impacts of Globalization.
Globalization has huge negative impacts on the environment. It has given rise to various environmental
issues like water pollution, deforestation, air pollution, soil pollution, contamination of water resources,
climate change, biodiversity loss, etc. All the ever-growing environmental issues need to be solved on
an urgent basis by international efforts otherwise they may finish the existence of life on the earth a day
in the future.
To prevent the loss of environment, companies need to develop greener technologies that may replace
the current status of the environment. The talk was much information to young children. They came to
know about the evolution of technologies and their impacts. They understood the need for eco-friendly
technologies for the survival of life on Earth. They also learned about the importance of Globalization.

An adventurous trip to Yercaud !!
An adventure is something challenging, that takes us out of our ordinary lives and forces us to try new
things. In the process of learning new things, grade X students had a daring adventurous trip to
Yurekha nature campouts located in Yercaud.
Students experienced the beauty of nature and they had a different session of adventures learning like
zip line of 30 meters, to enjoy the beauty of nature devoid of urban and modern life students had night
walk were they evidence the beauty of night and sparkles of stars and few other life safeguarding
activities like mountain ramping etc. The best part of the Yurekha campout is the activity named
friendship ladder which enhances the team spirit among the students and they had many indoor
activities that enlightened the leadership qualities among kids.
Students learned about feeling positive about one's self, making memories and lots of great stories.
Exploration helped them to expand horizons about nature, culture and more.

A book is a gift you can open again and again
Edify School Tirupati, organized three day Scholastic book fair. The Book fair had all the collection of
books required for different age groups. The students had an opportunity to find different books of their
choice.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
Diwali Celebrations
“Light Diya of knowledge to bright your future”
Edify stands first to make students imbibe the knowledge of religious aspects by performing the rituals in
a grand demeanor. Bright blossoms of Edify graders cheered with the fabulous performance of their
peers in the form of a skit. Children were showered with the heartfelt festive wishes of Principal Madam
and Coordinator madam. Teachers took the initiative to unfold the importance of celebrating festivals.
Pre Diwali celebration fascinated the young minds towards our culture, custom and eco-friendly Diwali.

CLUBS
Cuisine Club
Children of primary wing prepared a plain bread sandwich with vegetables and tomato ketchup.
Through this preparation, they also learned the benefits of vegetables used in making a sandwich.
The veggies are as follows:
1. Cucumber: Cucumber is low in calories but high in many important
vitamins and minerals.
2. Tomato: They are a major dietary source of antioxidant lycopene which is linked to
many health benefits.
3. Onions: These are nutrient-dense but high in vitamins and minerals. They help in
boosting digestion.
The club started with the basic table manners and etiquette that everyone should follow. The students
were enthusiastic to learn basic healthy salad that can be made with simple ingredients available at every
house.
Preparation of Papadi chat:
Children enjoyed making the chat as this snack takes only 10 minutes to prepare and very safe as no fire
is involved.
The ingredients used were chopped onions, tomatoes, coriander, and Indian crispy noodles (sev). Salt to
taste and chat masala.
They shared what they had prepared.
Preparation of Panchamrutham
On the special occasion of Dhanathrayodasi, children of Grade I & II took initiation to prepare an all-time
traditional recipe which is “Panchamrutham”.
The name is derived from Sanskrit. Here, Pancha resembles five and amrutham means nectar. The
ingredients used were: chopped fruits, milk, curd, sugar, different types of nuts. A small bowl of
panchamrutham is fully packed with a lot of nutritious values where fruits give us healthy vitamins, dry
fruits help in giving us proteins and a very important source of calcium which is milk.
This Dhantheras, have healthy and nutritious food suggested by our tiny tots.

Creative club - Calligraphy
Handwriting is an essential skill for students. It is an incredibly important exercise for students to
encourage them to develop fine motor skills and confidence. It activates the brain and contributes to
reading fluency. It also encourages and recognizes good handwriting skills. It provides students with an
opportunity to display their competency of legible writing.
Calligraphy handwriting was practiced by students of 1 to 5 in the literary club, teachers focused on one
component at a time -- first, letter formation; then, size; and then, spacing.
Children first learned the starting and stopping point of each letter that accomplished by tracing the letters
with their index fingers before they begin writing. The response of the students was very encouraging.
The majority of students had put in their best foot forward to enhance their writing skills.
Diya Colouring Activity
The five day-long festival of lights, Diwali is one of the most awaited celebrations in India. It would be safe
to say Diwali is incomplete without loads and loads of Diyas. Diwali Diyas are a major attraction at this
festival. As a part of Diwali celebrations, our Edifiers had a Diya decorating activity. Children displayed
their creativity by decorating the earthen lamps beautifully. Children also learned about the significance of
lighting Diyas on Diwali.

Environmental Club
Plastic has become the real threat in the world and it has made a disaster which cannot be
eradicated within a short period because half of the world countries are facing the problem to eradicate
the plastic to indicate the process of go green and to keep the surroundings clean to attain the healthy life.
Eco - club students had multiple sessions of avoiding the usage of plastic and the usages of cloth bags.
Students were explained about how to clean and keep surroundings clean by showing some videos
Video Session on conserving our environment
on 23rd October 2019. Environment club conducted a video session about protecting the environment
and how to conserve the natural resources. The session was an interacting session with more discussion
of the usage of plastic and also the 4R principles.
Reuse, Reduce, Recycle and Respond are the 4R principles which were discussed and we edify had
pledged to not use the plastics in our school environment.

Literary Club
The poem builds a child's phonemic awareness and lays a foundation for reading skills. Students of grade
1 & 2 conveyed their feelings and all kinds of emotions through their rhymes and poems. Reading
rhyming poetry aloud made these children learn new vocabulary words.
Students of grade 4 &5 made Posters and wrote slogans to say 'No to Plastic'. The students responded
enthusiastically, each one vying with the other to come up with a better slogan! Our young enlightened
citizens expressed their views beautifully. The students understood that plastic is a big threat to the
environment and negatively affects human health. Our students have desired and opted for change. This
change comes in the form of eco-friendly materials that are going to replace plastic.
Know your favourite person
Students spoke about - Who their favourite person is? What are his/her achievements? What aspect of
him/her inspired them? What are the qualities they have imbibed? etc. The purpose of the activity is to
make students know more about their favourite personality.

Media Club
"Our flag does not fly because the wind moves it: it flies with the last breath of each soldier who dies
protecting it"
Edify school salutes the freedom fighters by observing patriotic Mondays. Every Monday the school
unfurls the national flag followed by some inspirational speeches by the faculty of the social science
department. This is the initiative taken to teach the students how much struggle our freedom fighters have
taken to achieve this day.
Clubs are so vital because they are the ultimate in experiential learning for young students, giving them
the leadership and power to make their own decisions and watch how those decisions affect their life and
the lives of others! On Sunday (20/10/19) different clubs were introduced to the boarders. This effort is to
introduce every child with the survival skills in this vast world. The clubs introduced were the Green club,
Cuisine Club, Creative club for students of grade 4 to 9 and photography club is introduced only for
students of grade 9.
Edify media is proactive. Its reporting team always focuses on the events that are happening 24/7 in the
school premises. This weak the team members reported the calligraphy done by creative club, innovative
experiments that are to be showcased in science exhibition, literary event for grade 7, essay writing
competition by environment club, western dance practices going ahead for annual day by primary and
secondary students and speaking to the staff of the school about the plastic ban in school.

Reports writing by students of the media club
ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB
The environmental club has taken initiative to reduce plastic use in the school as well as in society. To
bring awareness among the students the teachers started the session by talking about the environmental
problems, then took forward by video clipping about the conservation of our planet earth. All students saw
the video related to plastic which is causing pollution, and there was a question-answer session where the
students learned about 4Rs. Finally, there were motivational speeches by teachers to protect our earth.
This report is done by Sudhiksha, Rupa and Angelina Shreya of Media Club.
INTERVIEW WITH PRINCIPAL Mrs.Satya Lakshmi
Abhinav Reddy of grade 8 in conversation with the Principal Mrs .Satya Lakshmi regarding plastic ban in
school.Madam was asked to put forward her views regarding the plastic ban in schools. She shared that
single-use plastic is dangerous to the environment. She said that hot food should not be stored in plastic
boxes due to humidity some of the plastic material melts and mixes with the food. She also spoke about
different diseases caused by plastics, environmental problems, etc.
She shared that school is taking initiation to stop use of the plastic in the campus. She also said that by
31st October the effort is taken shall reduce the use of plastic.
LITERARY COMPETITIONS
Report by B.Abhinav Reddy of grade 8
English Literary competition was held for grade 7. The total grade 7 was divided according to their
houses. There were 5 rounds of competitions which included spellings, pronunciation, speaking skills,
tongue twisters & guess the author. This was conducted with the help of the team of Only Success. The
outcome of the competition was amazing many students came out of the stage fear.

Assembly Presentation

To be fantastic don't litter with plastic

Pollution-free is the way to be

Go green to breathe clean

Air Air everywhere

Pollution pollution, a tree is the solution

Adaptation of animal life

Interhouse competitions

Extempore Seniors - A Category (Grade VI-VIII)

Western Dance seniors –B category (Grade 9 & 10)

Western Dance seniors –B category (Grade 9 & 10)

Classical Dance seniors –A category (Grade 6 to 8)

Classical Dance seniors –A category (Grade 6 to 8)

Classical Dance seniors –A category (Grade 6 to 8)

Word to the Parent

The importance of grandparents in the family
Grandparents play an important role in the lives of their grandchildren, though it is often indirect. Most of
their significance to children is seen through the support and help they give to their parents.
Grandparents are often seen as "stress buffers," family " "roots," "arbitrators," and "supporters."
Wise parents foster strong relationships between grandparents and grandchildren. Letters, phone calls,
videos, audiocassettes, sharing of school work, and personal contact were all possible build bonds of
love and friendship between the generations.
Grandparents truly impact their grandchildren's lives.
A child's perspective of what constitutes a healthy, normal relationship is shaped by the relationship that
he or she holds with a grandparent.
Grandparents can greatly reduce household stress.
For kids, having grandparents around means having the perfect companions to play with and have fun.
Grandparents have a great amount of experience.
Grandparents are a valuable resource because they have so many stories and experiences from their
own lives to share.
Grandparents provide a sense of security.
Grandparents offer an extra ear when kids need someone to talk to because sometimes children just find
it easier to open up and share their difficulties and problems with their grandparents.
We request the parents to encourage the bond between the grandparents and the children by letting
them spend more time together.
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“Grandparents are the bridge of love, from past to present and into future”
Grandparents are the family's greatest treasure, the founders of a loving legacy, The greatest
storytellers, and the keepers of tradition. To honour such grandparents we celebrated Grandparents
Day' with an abundance of respect and admiration.
The programme began with the auspicious 'Lighting of the Lamp' and was followed by the Prayer. Many
power-packed dance performances by students left the spectators spellbound and thoroughly
mesmerized. Chairperson of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions Smt. Sulochana madam
addressed the gathering and shared her valuable experiences as a grandparent. Few of the
Grandparents shared some mesmerizing moments and relived their childhood with their
grandchildren.
The success of the event was evident through the joyful smiles of the grandparents as they were
overwhelmed to see their grandchildren performing for them.

Red Colour Day
“To send a letter is a good way to go somewhere without moving anything but your heart “. In recent
times when e-mails and SMS have somewhat replaced the conventional system of letters and
postcards, as an effort to enliven this medium of interpersonal communication, We integrated our red
colour day with Postal day.During the activity, children prepared greeting cards for their grandparents
and they posted those cards using handmade post-box. Children were also explained about the
journey of a letter and its importance. The celebration was aimed at reconnecting the future generation
to the living heritage. Children were also involved in different art and craft activities. Overall, it was a fun
and everlasting learning experience for the little red butterflies.

Assembly presentations
a) An exceptional presentation on Swatch Bharath by our IK II little Indians
“God gave us Green, Now let's keep it Clean!”
Cleanliness is very important for keeping most of the diseases at bay. Therefore, it is essential to
inculcate hygienic habits in children right from an early age because it will go a long way, probably
throughout their life. As the theme for the month is Swatch Bharath” our IK II children presented a role
play on clean surroundings which made their friends understand that not only personal hygiene but
environmental cleanliness is also of utmost importance.

b) “A special presentation on student's day by our IK III leaders”
World Students' Day is celebrated on 15th October to commemorate
the birth anniversary of the great Indian scientist and former
President of India Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam sir.
To honour such a great leader, our IK-III students gave an assembly
presentation and they spoke a few sentences on the great
personality.

c) Farmers are an important part of the survival of our society because they provide food and fiber
that nourishes and clothe us. Our IK-III children came dressed up as farmers and demonstrated the
importance of farmers in our lives.

Activities on Inquiry Module
a)Nature Walk
The human senses are our contact with the environment. By far the most important organs of sense are
our eyes. The eyes allow us to see and interpret the shapes, colours, and dimensions of things in
nature. As a part of IM-2, IK-III children were taken for, 'Nature Walk' in Edify school campus. After
completion of the activity. Children shared their experience of seeing beautiful things around the
school.

b) Sense of smell
Teaching our kids about their five senses is very important because they discover new and exciting
things about themselves. As IK-3 children are introduced to the five sense organs in IM-2, they did an
activity on the sense of smell. Children smelled different objects which smelled pungent, pleasant and
stinky.

c) Sense of tasting
The taste of food plays an important role in food choice. As a part of our IM, We had a tasting feast for
our IK-III children by giving a sample of food which belonged to different variety of tastes like sour,
sweet, salty, bitter and spicy.

Character Portrayal

Drawing & Colouring

Dancing

Talent Hunt @ Kindergarten

Singing
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